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Housekeeper Knows Something
Several Kinds of Effort.

Housekeeping implies the knowl
El Paso, Tex. A dog with five feet
is a new El Paso curiosity, which Is edge of several kinds of effort. A good
entitled to a high seat beside the housekeeper must have personal ac-- ,
calf, the
cock nuahita-.icwith marketing, catering.
Collected by a Professor st Notre and other freaks of the animal king- - rocking, laundry work, scrubbing
dom
B'ouring, beilt. inking, managing. Berv
(Copyright, 1906. by Dally h'tory Tub. Co.)
Dame University and Set Up
new freak Is the property of tag and home making. She need not
This
in Science Hall at That
was
She
thing, and so like a soldier's that had seen service,
such
a
little
Policeman Harry Cherry, now of the do everything herself but thlH being
Institution.
park beat. EI Paso. The dog is a her
vocation, she must used to bow her tawny head at the but his voice, though clear, was soft
poodle, coming from the best stock, at least have a sufficient preparation caprices of earth, air and sky, that and musical. Ho was a typical bandit
Notre Dame. Ind. Prof. A. B. Rey- anil having a pedigree several yards for It to enable her to set others at nothing was further from her parents' of Bong and story, plying his dangerous trade In the sombre mountains
nolds, of Notre Dame university, has long.
work as well as to work herself, sayn minds than her reluctance when the
at amartly
finished collecting the bones of a
color, dark eyes, the Woman's Home Companion. Con- lord of San .lose valley condescended of the Isthmus, smiling nlckel-jilateIt Is a
peons for dressed soldiers and their
mastodon which was unearthed by a and a cunning grin; in fact, all tho sidering that a multitude of American to ask his
Just, why Camilla's guns.
steam dredge on the farm of George marks which characterize a hlgh-hrellltt their daughter.
a'nmon nnf otilir r moii
No one could tell Just how It hapflush with
Larkowskl, three miles southwest of poodle.
But, notwithstanding
fVf
all nurse their families in Illness, assist
Crumstown. a suburb of South Rend, these, 11 has five feet, and for this their children In homework, supervise tears Instead of shine with delight at pened, or when, but at the last count
Ind. The skeleton of the prehistoric reason Its two little brothers, who tho piano practice of their daughters, the great honor was beyond the di- the two carbines spoke simultaneously
monster Is to be set up In Science were brought In the world at the take an interest In the athletic sport o vination of the star readers, and Bhe and Camilla sank at the feet of the
hall at Notre Dame university.
same time, have begun to take notice of their wons. and economize In order never told. The marrlago of the brigand chief with a bullet in her
According to scientists 10,000 years that there is something wrong with that their husbands may enlarge their daughter meant the liberty of the par- breast. De Gomara'a right arm was
at the lowest calculation have elapsed their playmate and brother, and In- business or buy more acres, we can ents. The big hacendado had sworn perforated by the ball from tho enesince the creature existed.- - The bones stead of welcoming him In that broth- not look upon housekeeping as an easy it. He was a good man and would my's deflected weapon. With a strange
keep his word. Camilla knew that. cry, Moreno stooped and lifted the
have not yet been placed together, erly spirit characteristic of poodles, trade.
The prelado who was to perform the Btricken girl. Then he looked across
but a fair Idea of the size of the skele- they turn the cold shoulder and kick
On the day of the San Francisco ceremony
had called to congratulate. the gorge.
ton may be conceived from the fact the unfortunate one with t'le extra earthquake a lady wf, awakened. In
"A truce, gentlemen," he said; "the
told her any maiden In the provthat the ribs are over four feet In leg from the nest.
'he early morning by the rocking to He
length. The thigh bone, which correThe three poodle pups are now uid fro of her home, the falling of ince would be rightly proud to win lady's hit. "Will Senor de Gomara
sponds to the upper part of the leg about three weeks old. Officer Cherry let urea and the crash of breaking the love of de Gomara, and left her please come over? My men will guide
him and protect him."
of man, Is two feet eight inches long, says he did not notice anything lass. It was not until the later after- quite dutiful.
wedding
Moreno walked down tho narrow
The
a
affair.
was
fine
seven Inches In diameter and after wrong with any of
until he noon that che decided with her hus- Looking
like some glorious bird of cliff roadway and then disappeared in
being subjected to thousands of years saw two of the pups fighting
and band that they must fly for their lives
to the corroding forces of nature now whining at the other, and trying to and leave the dear home behind them, the tropics, the little bride smiled a rude shanty on the mountain side.
weighs 35 jiounds.
Two back teeth push him away from them.
He at probably to be seen no more. In the sweetly beside her lordly husband and When the hacendado entered a few
minutes later he saw the brlgani on
f
weigh six and
pounds each first thought they were playing, and Interval, as she later wrote to her extended a soft white hand to
Military men from hia knees beside the cot, the dying
friends.
f
and measure seven and
Inches paid no attention, but his attention mother In the east, she did not lose
Alajuela mountain
garrison girl's arms around his neck. Her eyes
the
In length and breadth and three and was again attracted by the same per her composure.
"I cooked a good
f
Inches In thickness. A por- formance, and he then noticed that dinner as best I could." she said, "not formed a fair proportion of the guests, were looking into his with pathetic
tion of a broken Ivory tusk was found the pup who was being whipped by knowing when we would next get a and their smart uniforms blended devotion.
"They made me do It, my dear
f
his two brothers was a freak in that regular meal, and I had the swecplnj artistically In the sparkling panorama
which measures over four and
Moreno," she murmured; "thou wilt
feet in length and seven inches in it had five feet.
done as usual." Here wai the poise under the chandeliers.
poor Camilla,
who never
The perfume of rare flowers, the forgive
The fifth foot Is joined to the left of a perfect housekeeper whose head
diameter at one end and four Inches
)
front foot and is complete except for did not fall her, although there was languorous melodies of, Castile and the ceased to love thee?"
at the other.
eyes that
The brigand run his hand through
Mastodons, mammoth elephants and the fact that there Is no thumb. It no little heartache In the flight from subtle magnetism of bright
their own diamonds chased the tawny tresses and whlBpered someother huge beasts, say scientists, once moves with the left foot d the pup home, a flight from a whirlwind of do outshone
giad hours away.
the
In groups of thing no one else heard. The dark
to
possess
seems
use
the
Europe,
as
of
In
it
roamed in herds
parts of
vouriiig flame.
to ten the guests were scattered eyes smiled; then closed forever. For
two
with
his
other
feet.
Asia and North America during the
about the verandas and the softly a moment or two the hunted man
While the mother of the dog took
period when these countries were conSome Tasty Dressings.
lighted lawns. As they walked Bide knelt with bowed head. Then he arose
Every housewife has her own recipe by
nected by laud. The mastodon was no notice, apparently, of the freak,
side under the shadow of the date and looked Into the face of tho one
similar to the mammoth elephant, be- and treated the pup the same as the for tasty dressings. A somewhat un- palms the
young husband was gently with whom be had' fought.
ing a third taller than the largest spe- other two, the brother imps recog- usual dressing Is i this, commonly
breathing the story of his first love
"Her last words were of love and
cies of modern elephant and covered nized the fault as soon as they were: known as "sour sauce." Having boiled to the starlit
In forgiveness," he said, with a curious
face beside him.
with a coat of long hair. Their tusks able to see, and ever since have been or baked the
until tender, peel words of boyish
he trembling of the voice. "I Imagine
enthusiasm
turned upward. Remains of both have gnawii g and fighting as if they would and slice. Put a half cup vinegar over sketched the
way along sho mistook me for you."
have
the
way.
other
out
of
Offthe
been found In the old world and In
the Are with a tablespoonrul butter, a the velvet path of
Sho listened
The hacendado's eyes brightened.
the new world. In the beginning of icer Cherry says that the conduct of teaspoonful of sugar, a half teaspoon-fu- l as a glad child, and life.
for answer raised
"Heaven be praised!" he exclaimed;
pups
Is
the
remarkable In the exthe past century one of these ele
salt and a good dash of pepper. her warm, trembling lips to his. A "I feared she loved you."
phants was found at the mouth of the treme, for they seem to recognize When it boils thicken with a
tall streak of fire shot out from the
"Not likely," returned Moreno, with
Lena and it was so well preserved with the Instinct of human persons
cornstarch dissolved in two sullen mouth of Cat tago volcano.
affected carelessness. "I had heard
that wolves and bears ate of the an- the frailty of the little brother poodle, of water. Stir constantly until smooth,
"It's the birth of love," murmured
her In In a general way that's all.
cient flesh. This skeleton was set up and seem to think that they are dis- pour over the beets and serve at once. the adoring husband; "it's a good of
dust Is yours."
Her
graced
by
with
association
him.
mugovernment
by the Russian
in the
Under the "C's" monies such a omen, sweetheart."
seum at St. Petersburg.
wealth Of vegetables riches that It la
SIDEWALK TELLS A FIB.
Hps
Camilla assented, her coral
LEAVES FORTUNE FOR POOR.
While hunting In April Charles Cushard to know where to begin or wherj showing the white gems beneath.
end.
ter, a boy of 16, discovered a number
They had reached the far end of the Jim Crosby Suffers Injustice Because
of great bones and teeth lying on the Wealthy Denver Woman Provides Fuc'
With tender young cabbage In the lawn, where de Gomara stopped and
of Newfangled Invention.
markets, cold "slaugh" made In the raised his hand to the
bank of a lage ditch, where the exfor the Unfortunate.
cavator had turned them out three
real
Pennsylvania wav, heavens.
"It all resulted from Jim Crosby's
years before. The finding of the mysDenver. By her will Mrs. Belle B. becomes an appetizing possibility.
wife's curiosity to know how Jim
"May thy richest blessings "
terious bones aroused the curiosity Edwards, the eccentric aged woman
Quicker than the stealthy action of passed his time while she was visitof the neighborhood and many people who died recently, has left the bulk ol
Weimar Pudding.
a tiger two dark-eyemen came out ing her mother In tho next town.
Have you tried Weimar pudding? of the shadows and. leaping upon the Jim's wife had a brother who ran a
visited the spot and carried away rel- her fortune for the purchase of fuel
ics. Rev. Aledancer Beecher, of Terre for the poor of thlB city.
Place in a large bowl two ounces of
novelty factory in the city, and she
.,Q,t
Coupe, ind., came across some of the
The International Trust company is good butter and thoroughly stir with hand
Then aa swlftlv and as noise- - Induced him to make a musical sidebones and wis instrumental in start- to control the estate, valued at about a wooden spoon for ten minutes; then iesBiy they gently picked up Camilla walk, about 15 feet long, leading from
ing thu collection of them for the $20,000, and each year is to pay the 'add the yolks of three eggs, one by and "gentiy passed her across the the street to the front door. It was
Notre Dame museum.
income to the First Church of Christ, one, sharply stirring meanwhile; add hedge, where a sinister crew of dark so fixed that when you stepped on a
two ounces of grated cocoa, two agnrc's awaited, lire vampires of the plnnk a clear
Many of those who had taken bone-Scientist.
note was
willingly gave them up, while others
i ne directors ot this chin ch are tc ounces oi granulated sugar anu one swamps.
struck. If you walked fast It played
If slow and loafing like
ii quickstep.
Insisted on securing a price for them. use the money, as stated, to keep the ounce of cake or bread crumbs. Mix
one minute, then add the
it wai a dirge. If you sidestepped It
Mr. Larkowskl consented to allow a poor of Denver warm during the win well
The music aud the dance went on; was u discord. And when you opened
white of the three eggs, well beaten
number of men to carry on the work ter.
Mrs. Edwards was the widow of Odd up, and gently mix with the skimmer tke stars glowed out of the dark and closeu the door It registered just
of excavating and many more bones
Bones which were Edwards, who died several years ago tor half a minute. Fill six lightly but- - canopy and now and then Cartago dis- the hour you arrived home. She
were uncovered.
not found will be made from plaster After her husband's death she erected tered Individual pudding molds with charged a column of white, hot flame. wound it up. good for eight days, and
paris, as in nearly all cases a similar a magnificent mausoleum In Fair the preparation; lay the molds in a Then a discovery was made by a pair went away contentedly.
"I shall remain at home every
bone has been discovered. The bones mount cemetery, where his remain tin, pour boiling water up to half their of promenaders. The stricken hacen-werheight; set in the hot oven for 30 mln- - dado was released and the military night, dear," says Jlin, as they said
deposited.
of the skull, tusks and hips were brofarewell.
Like the man In Brooklvn N. Y utes. Remove, unmold on a hot dish, gentlemen mounted in not r,jjT..
ken by tho dredge, but nearly all the
"Ten thousand pesos for tue fc'IgaiK':
"You'd better," says she.
vertebrae, ribs and leg liones were re- who was so faithful to the memory ol rour a chocolate sauce over tnem ana
Moreno,
or
dead
alive!"
"And the peculiar part of it was
his dead wife, Mrs. Edwards used to serve
covered In good condltloln.
So cried the lord of San Jose val'ey Jim did stay at home. Ho had a reThe skeleton lay in quicksand at sit in the tomb day after day keeping
as he climbed into the saddle on his pentant spell and we couldn't, get him
Try Some Frozen Coffee.
least a fourth of a mile from the near- it immaculately clean with dust brush
Frozen coffee makes a desirable great bla k stallion and led the way. to budge from the house for the whole
Several and broom and attending carefully to
est border of the marsh.
change when fruit creams and water A like reward hud been standing week. But we didn't know anything
thousand crops of marsh grass with the flowers about the place.
Grind against me mumui captain uy reacrai about the musical sidewalk arul little
scattered willows had grown und deShe Is to rest beside her husband. ices are no longer a novelty.
cayed over the monster, covering him Her will provides that the income very fine a quarter pound of freshly warrant since he had relieved the recked that it was piling up evidence
against Jim. You see, we got to runWhile from $1,000 of her estate shall be de - 'roasted conoe; put u m a cneeseciotn
i to a depth of nearly eight feet.
digging the big ditch across the marsh voted to the maintenance of the bag, and then in a porcelain farina and there were In addition captaincies ning up to Jim's door at odd l)ours
pour on it a quart or nouing and duncing a teasing morris bn the
the dredge was mired at this spot and mausoleum and that the key shall be
The alterns who crossed swords with him walk, just to coax him out. We heard
It took four days to extricate It. It is Hoi,rtiui uith tin. tnterii utinmii Trait iwater taken at its first boll.
lively music when we did it, and supwater should be freshly drawn. Cover and lived.
probable that the prehistoric monster company.
Under the tropic heavens, through posed Jim was playing some instruwas mired In the same way and had
She directs thut the tomb shall and let it stand away from the fire
the perfumed foliage, into the wild ment inside to accompany us. And
been there long before the foundations "never be unlocked except when It Is for five minutes.
three- he thought we were serenading him.
Remove the bag of coffee and add mountains rode the rescuerB,
hsoliitelv neeessarv to make renuirs."
for the pyramids were laid.
strong.
Fiercely In the Then he'd often come to tho window
hundred
sugar.
pounu
or
a
granulated
nail
The
preserved.
are
best
The teeth
e
Dissolve this by stirring and strain van thundered the black steed or and grin u denial to our prolonged
of
enamel on them is
TO HER OLD HOME.
hacendado,
Ins
VISIT
go
away,
mind
at
rider's
we'd
last
through
fine
and
a
cloth.
cold
add
vitatlon
When
proban inch in thickness. They were
jthe unbeaten white of one egg. Turn considering
the most appropriate!
"Well, when his wife got back she
ably white in the beast, but they have
Elderly Lady Takes Her Second Ride into the freezer and freeze, turning punishment
for
the
malefactor. produced the dial and records and his
become discolored and are now a
on the Train.
slowly until the whole mass Is frozen The law's merciful prescription of eyea bulged when Bhe told him what
shiny black. One of the teeth shows
was had been keeping tabs on his exits
like soft mush or wet snow. Servo rifle balls before breakfuBt
a cavity, evidently caused by decay,
Two train rides in 02 In frappe glasses or lemonade cups. ridiculously Inadequate.
St. Louis
The faggots and entrances.
the
was
alive,
where
while the animal
years of life is the record of Mrs.
"' I'm mighty glad I waa good, he
preferred, add cream In the quan- or boiling oil seemed a better remedy,
tooth was In contact with the next Snrah J. Wllhlte, of Neosho, Mo., who Jf you
up to the exi- sighed with relief.
you
yet
scarcely
measuring
to
coffee
Intend
do
for
tity
very
to
similar
tooth. The cavity Is
came hero to visit relatives.
drink, Just aa you are going to put it gency. He would consult tho monks,
"Then Bhe opened the mechanism
the cavities In the same position In
Upon her arrival at the Union sta- In the freezer.
who had read up on the InqulBitlou, and gave a scream. For all our
decayed human teeth.
and perhaps an ideal method might
tion Mrs. Wllhlte went Immediately to
were faithfully recorded. The
u corner of the midway near Eightbe suggested.
Dainty for Cake.
first record showed he had spent the
WAITED FOR FORTY YEARS.
eenth street, sat upon the steps and
as the ascent grew Bteeper the party night dancing on the walk to the
An almond dainty tops off a cake for
begun smoking her old day pipe), her a children's party. Take one scant deployed. De Gomara and hlB retinue tune of 'Don't Treat My Baby So."
keeping straight ahead, turned sudden- Fn m the second record she deduced
Participants in Love's Young Dream best friend, she said.
cupful of fine white sugar and
' Mis. Wllhlte is past 62 years of
Finally United.
cupful of butter, the whipped ly into a roadway cut into the side of he was repentant and
as
age, and this Is her first trip buck to whites of three eggs, one level
the mountain. Across the abyss was it showed a staggering effort, accomBoston. "Forty years ago ,.Iohn her birthplace. She has many grandof baklDg powder well mixed Moreno and his fantastic crowd of panied by 'She Is Sleeping In the
to me and came children In Illinois, and had a grip In one cupful of flour and
outlawa lined up as If waiting. Camilla Valley by Request.' And so on for
Perkins said good-bto America to make his fortune," said loaded with presents for each one. cupful ot sweet milk. Mix and bake. sbt on the saddle In front of her cap- the entire week. Of course, we all
MIbb louise Ooldthorpe, of England,
She missed the morning train for Spread thickly on the cake one pint tor. De Gomara, with a cry of rage, tried to make her believe the truth,
The bandit held but when she. leaves home now Bhe
at the immigration Btatlon. "That was Johnson City and had to remain here of cream whipped stiff and aweetened raieed his carbine.
a long time ago, and am afraid John until 4 30 p. m.
takes him with her, and the sidewalk
and flavored slightly with almond. up hlB right hand.
forgot me for awhile. He married und
Mrs. Wllhlte wore a white sunbon-ne- t Sprinkle gene ouBly with blanched
"8euor de Gomara," he said, "It Is relegated to playing only one tune,
had five children but now he la a
and was neatly dressed und bore almonds that have been cut in small would be a pity to slaughter a hundred 'When the Harvest Days Ara O'er." "
widower, and he has asked me to mar- the appearance of a
goad men when two will suffice."
woman pieces lengthwise.
Rocheater Post.
ry him. I'm a little old looking for a of the farm. She told a reporter that
The hacendado understood.
bride, but I feel us young und as happy ahe had Just recovered from a long
Saves the Furniture.
"So be It," he returned; "you on
Both Wivea Had Grievancei.
spell of Illness, and her physician had
as a girl of 20."
When arranging china Jars on pol that side and 1 on this till one shall
Two nelghbora were confldlng their
She urrlved on the Saxonia on her recommended a change and ahe hud lihaA furniture cut a piece ot thick die."
troubles to each other over the back
way to Deer Iodge, Mont., to marry decided to visit her sons und daugh- baize to the exact size of the baae
Moreno dismounted and gentty
yard fence that aeparated their prcm-liea- .
Camilla to alight. He indicated
Parkins, who Is a wealthy rancher ters and her grandchildren at her old and pink it out at the edges, choosing
"You know," said Mrs. Hlgglua,
lie has started east to meet home, thinking this would be her some dull color which will barely a Bate place for her to atand and "that my huaband la a carpenter?"
thti
last trip.
snow. This neat mat will effectually walked down the road bordering the "Yea."
Miss Goldthorpe 1b a sweet-face"Well,
give you my word
hci
When questioned about her pipe, preserve the polished surface and will chasm on his aide. It was agreed that that all upstairs rooms are unfinished,
woman of 60 years. The civil war was
eyesore.
she spoke of it modestly, and said that never be an
a captain in the pursuing party should and the roof leaks 'whenever it raina,
JUHt river when Perkins bade her goodcount. The bandit stepped boldly out and I can't get Henry to do a thing to
He a'.io did not like to see women, amoke
by .uid tnok ship for America.
Cold
of
Feet.
Beware
in the center of the road. He was a 'em!" "You're nol any worae off than
was tmree weeks on a Journey that she pipes, but It had been such a comto bed with cold feet. magnificent figure when he threw hia 1 am," said Mrs. CJlugham. "You know
llshed In eight days. He had a fort to her that It wuk now a no
hAng in the world Is the hot long black coat on u rock and began my husband used to be
fireman on
but he finally ceaslty to her matured age. She .lid
U hot',
tHt!" a greater boon. The old-i- examining his carbine. From hia tall a locomotlvo?"
"tea." "Well, just aa
an
itf"ne. anu not smoke her pipe on the train, say
Ma '"""""JU
aoapbiune or a flatlron, a black hat a crlmaon plume threw a true as I ta.
kwfi; live lng that she was as'iamed to smoke
ulways have to.
TMMyjBaaafl
one jug lut'UKU me inner sinister shadow In the morning sun get up in the jaaaaaaaaTaaVd make Uia
'
the Indies
"'Oat of It because
imrsoiiH in
Will bin
seme qulta safe anything la light. Hia face waa strong and rugged Are."
LnsW were coach did not want to go to the men' J
WhoaJBSBsH
cold feet
euwking car.
bar

FOUND
The Family Pew.
Sonic of ho most vivid of ths on"
(Ions which thronged upon tho bud;
mer pilgrim to the old home we:v
those which awaited him In the fam
!lly pew of the old meeting house. As
he took his scat there, and heard the
familiar note of the organ and the
clear, thin voices of the choir, th:
years melted away, the faces changed,
the new carpet faded Into tho
colors of 50 years ago
and he was In truth a child again. Ills
thought went back to the time whei
he was allowed to Bit on the footstool
as a concession to his short. restles3
legs. He tasted again the luscious
raiBin which found Its way from
grandmother's pocket to his mouth,
and sniffed the pungent southernwood
of the Sunday nosegay In a neighbor's
hand. It was in that pew
that he first realized to the full the
dignity of trousers. It was there that
he was proudly conBclous of the approving glances of his friends on his
first college vacation, He recalled In
a flash the intolerable length of the
Ksrmon on that Thanksgiving day!
The pew has sad memories as well as
sweet ones. Most poignant of them la
that of his mother's funeral and the
awful Sunday after It, when no one
could bear to take her empty place
and the emptiness of It seemed unendurable. Close upon that tf ' followed the Sunday when he mad solemn profession there of the faith she
had loved so well. Then come the dayB
of tho great war. when the meetinghouse blazed with flags and thrilled
with the music of bugle and drum.
The blessing of the volunteers, the
prayers for their safety, and the sad,
sad scries of soldiers' funerals all
- va me up to the man's memory
yprf'the old pew. Suddenly out of this
dreamland he Is called by the stir of
the congregation and is conscious
that he has missed the good pastor's
sermon. Hut perhaps, says the Youth's
Companion, God Himself has preached
to him out of life's grim struggle In
the vision of some of his own deep experiences and the discovery that they
are Btlll potent to arouse the will and
confirm the faith with their rich and
tender memories.
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Science and Music.
Although we speak loosely of sweet
sounds as musical, music proper exists In nature not at all. It belongs
utterly to art. When Lorenzo said to

Jessica:

'There's not the smallest orb

which thou bchold'st but In his molie Bp. he
tion like an augel sings,"
beautifully, but in metaphor. MubIc
is the most artificial of the arts, and
therefore to some minds, like that of
Pater, the purest, since form and
It has alao
meaning are identiflcal.
been generally accepted a the most
religious.
Heethoven exclaimed: "I
know that God is nearer to me In my
music than to others." And Luther
said: "Next to theology, I give to
music the highest place and honor;
and we see how David and all tho
saints have wrought their godly
thoughts Into verBe. rhyme and song."

strange, therefore,
says Collier's, that this art, being tho
most ethereal, should be the ono
which promises to be most mechanically produced.
Its progress has
,been dependent upon mechanical Indention, until the orchestra reached
3ts present state, and now every effort
of Inventive science la turned on the
elimination of the human player.
Whether or not this effort shall succeed entirely in giving the very beat,
jit is certain to result In giving music
of considerable quality a larger place
in thte lives of millions, and therefore it ought to be one of the most
spiritually valuable directions of modern scientific progress.

It seems rather

Americans are Blowly awklng to tho
commercial value of preserving natural wonders and objects of historic
Interest. An important factor in tho
prosperity of Italy and other nations
tot the old world 1b the tourist trade.
It has been estimated that the money
spent by tourists in Italy constitutes
a third Income of that country.
ot the United States into the galaxy of world powerB has greatly ln- creased Its value from tho standpoint
of the tourists, remarks the Boston
Transcript, and steamship companies
report a marked increase In the last
few years In the number of foreign
Hitherto
visitors to this country.
Americans have not been quick to realise the necessity of preserving and
marking the points of Interest In the
various parts of the country which
will attract visitors.
Eu-,tr- y

A college professor has written a
magazine article in which he Insists
that men of his profession should be
paid $15,000 a year each. There can
be no' Inch thing as uniformity In the
deserts of college professors. A few
of them may be worth more than $15.- are
JO. The large majority of Uiem
;n ih
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Little Girl's Obstinate Case of Eczema
Mother Says: "Cutlcura Remedies a Household Standby."

Tramp Finds

Rest for His Weary
Bones in House of Worship.

The Janitor of one of Portsmouth's
largest churches was given a big surprise Sunday morning as he stepped
Into the auditorium after opening the
big front doors to allow of the usual
airing out. He came face to face with
a strange and
man. At
first the Janitor feared a touch of the
chills, but he finally brought himself
together and Inquired of the man what

"Last year, after having my llttli
girl treated
by a very prominent
physician, for an obstinate rise of
eczema, I resorted to the Cutlcura
Remedies, and was so well pleased
with the almost Instantaneous relief
afforded that we discarded the physician's prescription and relied entirely
on the Cutlcura Soap, Cutlcura Ointment, and Cutlcura Pills. When we
commenced with the Cutlcura Remedies her feet and limbs were covered
ly 100 years, dropped out and reapwith running sores.
In about six
peared after an Interval of a genera- weeks we had her completely well,
tion.
and there has been no recurrence of
Professor Dennis Mahan occupied the trouble. We find that the Cutlfor many years the chair of mathe- cura Remedies are a valuable housematics at West Point. His brother Is hold standby, living as we do, twelve
Captain Alfred T. Mahan, of the navy, miles from a doctor, and where it
retired, the authority on naval strategy costs from twenty to twenty-fivdoland the author of "Sea Power." Pro- lars to come up on the mountain.
fessor Mahan's son Is Dennis H. Ma- Mrs. Lizzie Vincent Thomas,
han, a captain In the navy. A sumWalden's Ridge, Tenn., Oct
mary showing the occupation of par- 13, 1905."
ents of cadets at West Point from
Meat Inspection In Paris.
1850 to 1900 proved that 382 were
There are in Paris three principal
officers of the army and 69 officers
of the navy. A similar table prepared abattoirs, the largest of which, "La
about the same time and for the Bame Vilette," Is in the northern quarter of
period for Annapolis showed that 290 the city; "Vauglrard," which was
midshipmen were sons of naval off- opened In 1898, and replaced the old
Riaughter-housof Crenelle; and
icers and 154 sons of army officers,
where horses are slain for
and only the profession of lawyerB
had contributed more sons to both food. Any butcher may slaughter animals at these abattoirs on payment of
services.
a tax of 2 francs (40 cents) a huudred
Worthy Sons of Great Fathers.
kllogr.ims (220 pounds) on the meat
It was Macaulay who said of a noble so prepared. Butchers of the more
house of Scotland that Its virtues Important class and specially licensed
grew by repetition through genera- are permitted to sell the meat which
tions, and there could be no doubt they have th'.is provided directly to
of the fact that, with reference to the smaller dealers who keep retail
this family, eventually, the world as meat stores throughout the city. Inwe know it would become too common spectors are In constant attendance
for the Argyles.
But that was only and any meat found Infected with disa political diatribe. So long as the ease or otherwise unfit for food is satarmy and navy breeds In direct line urated with petroleum and condemned.
through generations, nnd men arise Prior to the year 1810 the butcher;) of
like Admiral Casey, Captain Rogers, Paris slaughtered animals
in the
General Fred Grant, Admiral Taylor, streets and public squares, but at that
the Lees, the Frenchs, the Quinbys, time municipal slaughter-housethe Crownlnshlelds and the Cromwells, "abattoirs" were established where
no better source could be found at animals Intended for human food aro
which to recruit our list of future inspected and the whole process of
admirals and generals. They have slaughtering and disposal of the meat
the best historic asociations to in- and offal are kept under official surspire them. Our army and navy may veillance.
indeed through their maternity seek
Size of Heads.
an aristocracy, but in their paternal
The average adult head has a
of fully 22 Inches. The
size.
average adult hat Is fully 6
and
The sizes of men's hat? are 6
6
generally. "Sevens'" l.als are common in Aberdeen, and tho professors
to
of our colleges generally wear 7
8 sizes.
Heads wearing hats of the sizs t
and smaller, or being less than 21
Inches in circumference, cun uever bo
Between 19 and 20 Inches
powerful.
In circumference heads are invariably
weak, and. according to this authority,
"no lady should think of marrying a
man with a head less than 20 inches

EVEN TO THE THIRD AND FOURTH
GENERATION IN THE ARMY AND NAVY;
Nearly all the prople of the army
an navy have history back of them.
Their own sons are representatives
of their distinguished sires passing
through adolescence to the same rank
and equal or higher honors.
Sometimes, In fact most times, they miss
It.
But enough of them attain rank
anl place to hold their families In
distinctive position, and we have presented to our social life two phases
of persistently recruited aristocracy
the army and the navy.
It Is quite reasonable that admirals
should beget captains and that generals should be the stem upon which
colonels and majors grow; but In our
American service they bud perennially. Not Infrequently they give new
luster to the family tree, more often
they do not, and like limbs of a
great oak whose stock is established,
thy are only branches whose source
of existence Is the splendid trunk that
holds them up.
The civil war broke up many lines
had been previously maintained,
among them the Perry s, who gave two
distinguished admirals, from Rhode
Island Oliver Hazard Perry and his
brpther, William C. Perry, who
carried our flag with honor to Japan.
Each had sons who followed their distinguished sires into the navy. liut
the family drifted Into Georgia and
the civil war broke up the line, only
to be renewed again at a later period
when two more of that name appear
again on the navy list Thomas Perry,
a captain, and another descendant,
Newman K. Perry, a junior lieutenant with more assured rights as a descendant of Oliver Hazard Perry, of

tht

Lake Erie.
Historic Lee Family.
The Lees, of Virginia, were even

and John C. Fremont, Jr., 1b an ensign
In the navy.
Probably the direct line In the army
and navy has been more faithfully
maintained In the latter branch by the
family of Selfrldge than any other.
The first Selfrldge, Thomas Olive,
was a master when that rank had peculiar duties aboard ship. Our navy
in Its early days was a reproduction
of the English service and the office of
a master was taken over with other
ranks. The master stored cargo, saw
to the water supplies, checked the
requisitions In the several departments of the boatswain, gunner, carpenter, and satlmaker. He was a
and not in the line of promotion to flag rank; but he was the
real sailorman when the crews of
were fighting men rather
than seamen.
Back to Colonial Days.
The first Selfrldge served with the
Fiarry In Colonial times. His so:i, also
Thomas O. Selfrldge, entered the navy
in 179!! and became a commodore in
1843, serving until 18G3.
The commodore's son, also Thomas Oliver
Selfrldge. entered the service in 1832
and lived till within a few years,
dying a rear admiral.
His son, also Thomas O. Selfrldge,
born In 183C, entered the navy in 1850,
graduated at the head of his class in
1854, was a lieutenant on the Cumberland when she was sunk by the
served at Vlcksburg, commanded the Huron in both attacks on
Fort Fisher, served as chief of surveys on the Isthmus of Darlen, commanded the European squadron 1895-98- ,
retired In April of the latter year
as a tear admiral and lives In Washington in honored dignity, old age
and distinguished services. His son.
men-of-wa- r

Mer-rlma-

tough-lookin-

Marion Harland.
The celebrated authoress, so highly
esteemed by the women of America,
says on pages 103 and 445 of her
book, "Eve's Daughters; or. Common
Sense for Maid. Wife and Mother":
"For the aching back should it be
slow In recovering Its normal strength
an Allcock's Plaster is an excellent
comforter, combining the sensation of
the sustained pressure of a strong
warm hand with certain tonic qualities developed In the wearing.
It
should be kept over the seat of uneasiness for several days In
cases, for perhaps a fortnight."
"For pain In the back wear an
Plaster constantly, renewing
as it wears off. This is an invaluable
support when the weight on the small
of the back becomes heavy and the
aching incessant."

"

s

erals.

Since General Gates fought the battle of Saratoga his name is preserved
without break by lineal descendents
In the army and navy, and so, too,
It ! ' of Greene and Schuyler, and
with a break of a generation that of
Arnold, the latter in the army.
The civil war started new families.
'lyases S. Grant is represented by a
on. General Frederick D. Grant, and
a grandson, Lieutenant Ulysses S.
Grant. 3d.
Great Names in Both Services.
Other generals perpetuated their
names in both services. W. L. Pitcher entered the Naval Academy in
1868, "bilged" in his third class year,
entered the army by Presidential appointment as a second lieutenant, and
is now lieutenant colonel of the
Twenty-eightinfantry. His father
was superintendent of West Point,
having served with Grant, and while
In that office his second son, John Pitcher, entered as a cadet, graduated,
and is now a major In the Sixth cavalry. In the same class at Annapolis
with W. L. Pitcher entered John C.
Fremont, son of the General and PathHe graduated, and is now
finder.
nearly at the head of the commanders' list His brother, Francis P.
Fremont, is a graduate of West Point
major in the regular army,
I

h
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A great many women suffer with a
form of indigestion or dyspepsia which
does not Keem to yield to ordinary treatment. While the symptoms seem to be
similar to those of ordinary ludigen-tion.ythe medicines universally prescribed do not secut to restore the patient's normal condition.

Mrs. Plnkham claims that thero is a
kind of dyspepsia that is caused hy a
derangement of the female orfranbui,
and which, while it eaie.es a distuib-nnc- e
similar to ordinary indigestion,
cannot be relieved without u medicine
which not only acts as a stomach tonic,
luithasapeculiartonic effect on the female organism.
As proof of thin theory we call attention to the case of Mrs. M;ijr,
Brooklyn, N. Y., who was
completely cured by I.y.lia E. Pmk- ham s Vegetable Compound afterevcry- thiug else hud failed. Kho writes :
11
For two years I mitTered with dyspepsia
which so degenerated the entire system Uiut 1
wns unablo to attend to my daily duties. I
felt weak and nervous, and nothing that 1 ate
tnstd good and it caused adisturiiance in lay
ttomacs. I tried different dyspesia cures,
but nothing seemed to help nie. I whs
to give I.ydia E. Pinkhain's
Compound a trial, and win happily surprised
to find Hint It acted like a flue tonic, and in a
fewdays 1 began to enjoy mid properly digest
my fcl. My recovery was rapid, and in
five weeks I was a well woman. I bavo
it to many suffering women."

Attendance at Liepsic Fair.
the Leipsic fall fair of 1906. the
No other medicine in the world has
number of firms represented as buyers
was 9,886, as against 9,105 in 1905 and received such widespread and nnqnuU- 7,534 in 190:1; an Increase of over 31 fied endorsement or has such a record
of cures of female troubles, as has Lydia
per cent during the last three years. E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
The United States and Canada were
represented by 114 buyers, while Latin
At

America, Asia and Europe were also
well represented. The official list of
sellers this year shows that 8,878 firms
had exhibits, as against 3,101 In 1905.
The countries represented, and the
number of firms from each, were as
follows: German empire. 2,961;
228; France, 40; Great
Britain, 13; Netherlands. 13; Switzerland. 6; Italy. 5; Belgium. 4; Denmark, 2; Sweden, 2, and the United
Austria--

Hungary,

States.

1.

Honey From Spain and Germany.
pro1,690.000 beehives,
ducing 19.000 tons of honey, in Spain,
which Is the second greatest producer
Germany,
of honey In the world.
)
with 2,000,000 beehives, produces
tons.

SICK HEADACHE

circumference."

Positively cored fiy
these Little Pitta.
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They also relievo Dis

tress from Dyspepsia, In
digestion and Too Iloarty

ITTLE

Eating. A perfect remedy lor Dizziness. Nausea.
Drowsiness, Bud Taste
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Tongue, Pain In tho 81.
TOHI'ID LTVER. Thes
regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE
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REFUSE rUBSTETTOTES.

W. L. DOUCLAS

Earnings of Novelists.
Authors earn much less In Fiance
than In England. The late Sir Walter
Besant ten years ago estimated that
there were 50 novelists In England
who earned upward of a thousand a
year. There are now probably nearer
a hundred and fifty; while in France
there are almost certainly not more
than 50 who make a living at all. An
English novelist of standing will receive eighteer.pence on every copy of
a book sold. Some novelists receive
.lames R. Selfrldge, Is a captain In
the navy and was recently ordinance
officer of the Boston navy yard. Captain Selfrldge'B son is Duncan L
a midshipman in the third class
in the Naval Academy and lookB forward to being an admiral like his
paternal ancestors, a rank which his
father will also attain within three
years. Here was a family that had
three flag officers father, son and
grandson on the navy llBt at one
time, all distinguished officers and
who traced their origin to the Infant
days of the service, and who moreover
were further represented by two generations of descendants wearing the
blue.
Long Continued Service.
This is perhaps the most marked
instance of long continued service of
one family in one paternal line in
either service.
But the name of Porter presses it
closely. Commodore David Porter, Bon
of a Continental naval officer, served
in the war of 1812, and in the EBBex,
sloop of war, fought off the English
frigate Cherub until, driven ashore,
He returned
hU ship was burned.
home to find himself regarded as a
hero and to undergo the hero's experience with republics, which are
notoriously ungrateful. He resigned
and entered the Mexican service with
a flag rank, became disgusted and resigned. Three of his sons entered the
navy. One of them was Admiral David
D. Porter, one of the three full admirals our naval service has ever
known. Of the other sons, one died
young, the other attained captain's
rank and survived the civil war, in
which he participated. Admiral D. D.
Porter, bou, entered Annapolis in the
famous class of '65, graduating in
An1869, and is now a commander.
other son entered the marine corps,
but died young.
The Truxtons, descendants of the
famous old Commodore Thomas Trux-ton- ,
are represented In the service by
two names In the Junior grade. But
this is an atavism, for this family,
having figured in the service for near-

Caused by Female Disorders and Cored by
Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compaeid

g

People with heads under 19 inches
are mentally deficient, and with heads
under 18 inches "invariably idiotic."
Young Woman.

more firmly entrenched in the army.
"Light-horse- "
Harry Lee held a commission in the Colonial service; the
name appears in all subsequent arm)
lists until the civil war, when it is
shown as Robert E. Lee, general of
After that there is
the Confederacy.
a hiatus, but we And the family again
named and distinguished in the person of the iato Consul General at
Cuba, Kltzhugh Lee, and in a half dozen more in both services. In both
branches the name of Lee appears as
illustrating the permanency of this
distinguished name.
It has been
borne by members of the family by
34 officers of the army and 16 of the
navy. The remotest relation was that
of a second cousin, the highest ranks
were by two admirals and eight gen-

Dyspepsia of Women

he had been doing.
The fellow said that he had been
a night's rost on the cushions
of a ppw away down front. Saturday
night DS was attracted to the church
by the singing of the choir during rehearsal. He found the door open,
walked in und sat down.
The music had that soothing effect
and the wanderer fell asleep. He knew
nothing more until daylight when he
awoke wondering where he was at. He
said that in all his )" lie had never
lied.
found a more comfoi,
The Janitor looked about, saw that
nothing was disturbed and then allowed the stranger to go. Portsmouth,
N. H., Times.
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Vendor Cutalvg

two shillings. Emlle Zola. wlu touched
high water mark in France, got a
lines they are still a democracy, pure franc, which is rnther less than
und undeflled, out of which Deweys
Seven pence halfpenny is
and Schleys are always ready to considered excellent pay. and
spring.
and fivepence are common.
four-penc- e

$10,000

FOR

A

BOOK.

"Now,

I

am ready, how do

I

look,

dear?" "You remind me of a Sioux
Early Edition of Shakespeare Brought In his war paint." "Oh, you nasty
Fancy Price.
thing, you" "Don't cry, darling; I
only meant you were dressed to kill."
Nearly a quarter of a century ago
Baltimore American.
biblioJohn lyoveday, a
phile of England, announced to the
IT'S THE FOOD.
literary world that, in examining a
dark corner of his library, he found a The True Way to Correct Nervous
little brown volume hidden behind two
Troubles.
rows of books. He opened it, and saw
that the title of the first work in it
Nervous troubles are more often
was a poem by James Gresham, print- caused by Improper food and Indigesed in 1626, on a Cencl theme. At first tion than most people Imagine. Even
he thought that the book had better doctors sometimes overlook this fact
be put on the fire, but on turning over A man says:
a few leaves he espied the title of the
"Until two years ago waffles and
second poem, "The Passionate
butter with meat and gravy were the
or Certain Amorous Sonnets main features of my breakfast. Finalf
Between Venus and Adonis," being the ly dyspepsia came on and 1 found
third edition, published by William
in a bad condition, worse in the
Jaggard In 1612. There were also "The morning than any other time. I would
Mirror of Marytrs," 1601; "The King's have a full, sick feeling In ray stomProphecle; or, Weeping Joy;" Spen- ach, with pains In my heart, sides and
ser's "Britain's Ida," 1628; and John head.
Marston's "The Scourge of Villanie,"
"At times I would have no appetite
1598.
for days, then I would feel ravenous,
The value of teh little volume, how- never satisfied when I did eat and so
ever, lies in the Shakespearean poem, nervous 1 felt like shrieking at the
and although this is of the third edi- top of my voice. I lost flesh badly
tion, it is believed that only one other and hardly knew which way to turn
copy of that edition is extant the un',11 one day I bought a box of Grape-Nut- s
specimen In the Bodleian. The second
food to see If I could eat that.
edition Is apparently lost. Of the I tried It without telling the doctrr,
first, two copies are known, one hav- and liked it fine; mado me feel as If
ing been found In a garret at Sir I had something to eat that was satisCharleB Isham's house. For some time fying and still I didn't have that
many collectors have been angling for
heaviness that I had felt after eating
this little volume, and now the book any other food.
has been sold for $10,000. It is almost
"I hadn't drank any coffee then In
unnecessary to add that the find has five weeks. 1 kept on with the Grape-Nutgone to America, where the $8,750
and in a month and a half I had
"Richard III" quarto, discovered at gained 16 pounds, could eat almost
Great Missenden, went.
anything I wanted, didn't feel badly
after eating and my nervousness was
Big Sum for Prohibition Cause.
all gone, li'a a pleasure to he well
J. B. Martin, an Ohio man, who owns
large mining properties in Alaska, as- again."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
serts that he will give $600,000 a year Creek, Mich. Read the book, "The
to the cause of prohibition.
Road to Wellvllle," In pkgs. "There's
a reason."
well-know-
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OILED SUIT
of SLICKER
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demand

Its the easiest and
only way to get
the best
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419

Sold everywhere

"

EH0ES FOE EVEHYBODY AT ALL PRICES,
SO. Bojre' Shoes, S3
lien's Shoes. SS to SI.
4 OO to Sl.oO.
Shoes.
o1.2S. Woman's
Children's Shoes, ,S3. SO to fl.OO.
Hues' Doug-InWoiiu-il'sMisses ,n,"
Try W. I..

Children's sIlm-s- ; for style, tit and weur
they esew other makes.
It I could take you Into my large

factories at Brockton, Mass. .and show
you how carefully VV.L. Douglas shoes
are made, you would then understand'
why they hold their shape, fit better,
wear longer, and are of greater value
than any other make.

Wherever you live, you ran obtain W. I..
Douglas shoes. MU name anil price Is stumreu
on the bottom, which protects you against high
prices and Interior shoes. Take no mubstl-tut- e.
Ask yout dealer tor W. L. Douglas shoe.
and insist upon having them,
will not war brassy.
Fast Color Eumlrtx used;
Writs lor Illustrated Catalog ol Fall Styles.
W. L. DOUULAS, Dept. 12. Brockton, Mass.
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RHEUMATIS
CURED
The Circulation Stimulated
and the Muscles and Joints
lubricated by using

s
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Price 25c 50c 61.00
Sold by all Dealers

Treatise Oh The Horse" Sent Free
Address Dr. Earl S.SIoan.Boston.Mass.
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BY PEARY.

Commander R. E. Peary.
the polar rgolon the greater
part of the last 15 years, and he Is by
far the most striking figure in the
history of arctic exploration.
Peary's first serious expedition was
on the barkentine Kite, Btarting June
6, 1891,

1

from Brooklyn, with Ave men

and Mrs. Peary, then little more than
a bride. A party of scientists went
along part way with them, principally
to spend a scientific summer vacation.
They were headed by Prof. Angelo
Heilprln, who in the following year
headed the first relief expedition. In
the party, too, was Matthew Henson,
Peary's negro Bervant, who has ac-

I

companied him on all his voyages Into the frozen regions.
The explorer was seriously injured
In first contact with the Ice floe. As
his steamer struck the Ice for the first
time the wheel chain snapped, the end
breaking Peary's leg. He was land-- '
ed on the Greenland coast on a
stretcher, camped in a tent, supervised
the building of a house, allowed the
leg to knit during the winter, and the
next spring, with only one companion,
and without accident, made a 1,300
mile Journey over the Ice cap that cov-

ers Greenland, reaching its farthest
coaBt line, the first white man to view
Its northern extremity.
Prove! Greenland an Island.
The main achievement of this 1,300
mile sledge journey was the dem
onstration that Greenland is an island,
not a southward projecting portion of
a polar continent.
In July, 1893, Lieut. Peary sailed on
the Falcon for another attack on the
arctic problems. This was arranged
on a much more comprehensive plan
than the preceding one. A club bad
at
been formed with headquarters
Philadelphia for the financing and aup-ply of relief expeditions, which, as hai
been observed before, are an essential
part of the general plnn. There were
with Peary Mrs. Peary and Mrs. Cross,
the latter the wife of an officer on the
Falcon; S. J. Entrekln, West Chester,
Pa.; Edwin ABtrupp, a Norwegian;
Dr. E. Vincent, the physician of the
party; George H. Carr. ttorge Clark,

1,303
869
2,321
3,488
3,137

com-lilet-

Wealthy Countess Insane.
At New York City on the 27th ult.
Grace Sterling, Countess Mankowakl
wife of Count Ignace Mankowskl, aivl
daughter of the late John M. Blxby,
the' shoe blacking mannfactirer, was
adjudged insane and incompetent lu
manage her property, valued at several hundred thousand dollars, by a
Brand jury and commission appointed
by the Supreme Court. The countess
v as married In New York in 1879. She
went to England with her husbun.l
and. three children.
Ten years a?o
she was declared insane by the British courts and for some time was conA
fined in a sanitarium In England.
few years ago she rejoined her
in London.
Countess Manltow
ski was brought to Now York by her
husband September 8th last, by permission of the English courts, and proceedings were instituted to have her
sanity passed upon.
.

bus-ban-

White Christening Cake.
Cream together two cups butter
and four cups suc;ar. Add two cups
sweet milk and eight cups flour, sifted
three times, with two small teaspoon-ful- s
soda, and four teaspoonfuls cream
of tartar. Beat well, then at the last
fold tn the stiffly whipped whites of a.
dozen eggs. Flavor with almonds or
rose and bake slowly In a steady,
moderate oven. This cake keeps well
and remains moist and dellrate to the
end. The recipe may be halved If sot
large a cake Is not required.
"Darling, do you love me still'.""
"How can I tell, dearest? I have never
seen you that way."

1899.

lived in

valley

13.014
Total
In Canada the total mileage projected Is the heaviest In the history
of that country. Taking the east with
the west, four great companies contemplate the construction of over
!9,000 miles of railway.
In addition, there have come to
;light since this compilation was made
American projects that will probably
bring the total to well over 25,000
miles of standard gauge railway.
Inevitably a considerable proportion
of this mileage will never be constructed. A great many companies
entirely disappear, are bought off, or
fail through various causes to
the tasks they have undertaken.
Yet, even with this deduction. It would
appear that there are live and legitimate railway projects on this continent
that call for the creation
of well over 22,000 miles of track. In
the light of this fact, the years 1M6
and 1907 are practically to go down
into history as one of the most striking periods In the railway history of
the western world.

i

New York. Commandei Robert E. E. B. Baldwin, scientific observers; J.
Peary has gone 34 miles nearer the W. Davidson, who had been Mr.
north pole than any man who ever Ftaiy'l lecture manager; Frederick
t
Into the arctic seas, and Is now V. Stokes, the artist, and the ever
on his way home.
faithful Henson.
On
To be exact, the American explorer
this, his second expedition.
pushed on over the Ice floes until be Peary followed the trail he had blazed
leached t7 degrees six minutes north into the frozen region two years before. In the autumn the Peary baby
latitude.
In 189G Xansen reached SG:14 north was born In their hut on the west
latitude, and his exploit was hailed as Greenland shore. The ensuing spring
a tremendous exploit, for that was 196 the northward march was begun, but
miles farther north than Greely had frightful storms beset them from the
gone In 1882.
start, and they had to retreat, after
Xansen held the record for only four struggling against the weather for
years. Then In 1900 Capt. Cagnl of two weeks. Some of the party were
the duke of the Abruzzl's expedition frosted and others were discouraged,
pushed his way northward and after and nothing more was done but to
almost incredible hardships reached a wait for the relief ship, which arrived
point 23 miles farther north than Xan- In 1894, commanded by Emll Dlebitsch,
sen had gone.
Mrs. Pelry's brother.
lefore Peary's feat the Italian exOf all the party Peary, Lee and
plorer has held the record for farthest Henson alone were undismayed and
north. Now It Is shattered by an Amer- determined to make another attempt.
ican.
This they did early In 1895, and sue
Xews from Commander Peary has ceeded In the journey across the lea
been awaited with anxiety for several cap, but from lack of food could eo no
weeks, as July 16 was the date he had farther, for starvation had them at
fixed for the ead of the "dash" across death's dobr. They escaped by eating
the Ice cap surrounding the pole. The their dogs; out of 40 with which they
commander, when he sailed from Xew left they brought back only one.
York more than a year ago, fondly
Another Siege to the Pole.
hoped that the end of the dash would
In 1896 Peary tried to carry to New
pole
Itself.
carry him to the
York the great meteorite at Capa
Peary's Seventh Attempt.
York, the largest in the world, but his
This was Commander Peary's sev- ship was forced away from the Greenenth attempt to reach the north pole, land coast by ice and storm. He tried
the first being made in 1891. He has again in 1897, and this time succeeded.
In 1898 he began a new siege of the
po
and In a long and toilsome march
was caught by a blizzard and held
helpless for two days and nights. The
little group killed a dog and ate it, but
Peary's feet had become frosted, and
Dr. Dedrick, then of his force, had to
amputate seven toes. To do this even
roughly they were forced to shelter
in Greely s deserted station, Fort Con.
ger, Lady Franklin bay, and there the
invalid lay helpless for six weeks.
Then he had to be dragged south for
.'50 miles on a sledge, .with the temperature 50 degrees below zero, to his
ship, the Windward, for the operation
to be perfected, as the surgeon had no
proper instruments north. This involved another six weekB' illness, and
spoiled an advance toward the pole In
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Thousand Miles of New
Road Planned.

e

The aggregate railway mileage
under contract for construction or in
Immediate prospect. In the United
States and Canada, la over 12,000
miles, says the American Monthly Review of Reviews for October. The aggregate of cash to be used in this construction and In the great projects of
the American trunk line railways Is
If the entire gold
over $750,000,000.
production of the world in tin- two
greatest gold years of history Were
applied to this construction it would
fall far short of meeting it.
In the early part of the year the
Railway Age compiled the railway projects at that time under contract or
under construction In the United
States. This compilation showed an
aggregate of over 13,000 miles, located
as follows:

Mlllllili

sclf-rentcr- ed

self-sacrifi-

Twenty-fiv-

Brave American Explorer Goes 34 Miles Farther Than Any Previous Expedition Story of
His Previous Arctic Trips.

to Begin Reform.

The temperate temperance man. the
By E. KEBLL CHATTERTON.
reformed reformer, the healed physiamong
easy
find,
to
even
cian, are not
the great ones of earth. Hence It behooves you and me. explorers In the
IKE the city of New York, the American j;irl is n most interesf- cosmic bughouse, to go slow along the
ing oontttdiction. she is regarded at the world's grantftfl rep
Tf
I
reform pike. Think how long Oeorgo
4 I lvsriitntivo of feminine freed in. who eim im anywhere mid do
Washington practiced before IAN was
anything without the irritating accompaniment of n chaperon.
able to conquer the habit of drumming
with his Angers on the dining room
And yet. at the root of her nnrncter she is the most prudish
table. We can still read In his comof all girls. She makes the h.st friend for n man and yet his
monplace book all the rules he laid
worst lover. .Slip cannot deny that she is a flirt, and yet sh is
down for reforming himself.
Yet he
at heart hard and selfish. She will do the most unconventional
never got over the Impulse to rip out
a swear word, and sometimes let her
things' and yet in no part of the world is etiquette more insisted
rip. So, It Is not surprising that when
on than in American society.
the revolution came and he was chosen
The upbringing of the American vuk the English girl is ai far apart
to lead the fight. In other words, when
New
us
York and Snn Francisco. An English girl grows up to lean that
he was on his way and did not know
where he was going, he shucked a whatever else she may h:, she is merely u secondary figure. I remcmher
tear or two. There were hundreds of i clpYef English girl once saying thai before she realized anything else, she
reformers in the vicinity who would discovered for herself that whatever she wanted in life she had to get it
have taken the job with a merry ha! through the
help of attd With the consent of man. Across the Atlantic
ha! Rut George, knowing how difficult
is
As the American girl reaches years of discretion, she
it
the
reverse.
it was to reform himself, viewed not
with a light heart the prospect of re- quickly learns that she is to use American slung "it." All the attention
forming the British empire. He thought of the family is concentrated, not on the son, hut on the daughter. And
It over at least once and a half. You so. being thus in her youth impressed with vvt own importance, she insists,
may be sure he spit on his hands
not unnaturally, for the rest of her life 01. occupying the center of the
twice before he grabbed the lion's tail.
Imitate his caution, fellow reformers! stage.
urges the Hoston Globe. Even a try
Tii chief characteristics of the Ameri(,i.i girl tact,
will do you good. And think what a and excitable energy do not commend themselves to most English male
good night's rest the world, now toss- minds. To the American girl the Englishman) as a lover, is too
ing uneasily on the vast bed of space,
and inattentive. And it is another Yankee paradox that the most
would get, if we should let it alone for
a while, and straighten out the kinks businesslike and powerful American magnate comes second in importance
He will work for a longer day period than any EnglishIn the pillows of our own perverae-ness- ! to his own wife.
Fellow physicians of the sick man in a corresponding profession, and he must expect but little encouruniverse, let us try our prescriptions agement and sympathy from the American wife. True, the American man
on ourselves befoii trying them on
makes the best of husbands, if by that is meant a ceaseless giving of
that poor dog, the world!
g
jewelry and a continuous
kind of attention. She has no real affection for him, if New York society is any test. She has indeed hut little
Apples for the Brain.
Apples are said to contain more time to see him. with her stupid culture societies, her literary clubs, her
phosphorus than any other fruit or musical symphony matinees and her outrageous ideas of entertaining.
vegetable, and It is claimed that this
The American woman is indeed adaptable and makes an original if
makes them specially adapted to re- sometimes vulgar, hostess. Hut she is always posing, either socially, intelnewing the nervous matter of the brain
and spinal cord. Perhaps for the same lectually or otherwise. An Englishwoman desires dignified rest, an AmerAn American girl would rather
reason, rudely understood, the old ican must have ostentatious notoriety.
Scandinavian traditions represent the have a dollar box of chocolates from Hurler's on Broadway than a three-dollapple as the food of the gods. who.
box from any other equally good "store." Her whole aim is to
when they felt themselves growing feethan to be happy; to conquer than to love. She cannot get
rather
attain
ble and infirm, resorted to this fruit
from
the
habit of valuing cve. v pleasure in so many dollars. She is
away
for renewing their powers of mind and
body. As far back as the tenth cen- proud of her engagement because her ring cost $1,000, and came from
tury medical authorities were enthusi- Tiffany's, on Fifth avenue. She is a lover of romance, and yet she is not
astic In their writing over remarkable really sentimental.
curative properties of different fruits,
True, she knows how to put her clothes on and how to hold herself
says the Segnogram. In more modern
And yet, though she is always well dressed, she and her sisters are
up.
times this has been revived, and nearly
everyone has heard of the "grape cure," absolute slaves to fashion. If the fashion for a red coat conies in. aot a
the apple, peach or strawberry cure. few. hut every American girl shopping on Fifth avenue, or Broadway, will
One writer Is said to have
literally paint the streets red.
in special cases eating 20
Yes, there is something very attractive, quite repelling, infinitely
pounds of strawberries a day. The
same writer gained reason by the ex- amusing, and never uninteresting, about this nervous, excitable, bright
clusive use of cherries. These cases being. One cannot ever deny that the American girl is a queen among
savor of the ridiculous, but there is no women. She is, indeed; hut she is majestic in marble. She is admirable,
"grape curt" she is adorable, hut she is not lovable except when distance lends
doubt that the
for indigestion and other evils has reenchantment to the view.
sulted in great good to persons trying
qualgood
of
It. The fruit should be
ity; If it Is not and grapes are sour
Women are womanlv
and watery, the patient may be harmed
as
men are manly when
rather than benefited.
they realize the highest
ideals possible to the inPractical educators have been busy
of late at teachers' Institutes and othdividual ; when they live
er gatherings, and many topics of live
of
by high standards
interest have been discussed. Among
and
justice
and
truth
soBy MRS. MARY KENNY O'SULLIVAN.
other things athletics and secret
righteousness.
Labor Writer and Organizer.
cieties have been considered. It in
noteworthy, says the Troy Times, that
The woman who enters
much opposition was shown on thq
industrial life to hecome
part of professors and other instrucdoes so in order to relieve others of the burden of her
tors to Becret societies, particularly
to save others from working for her. And this gen;
works
she
support
those In high schools and academies.
To say
cannot surely be called nil womanly
As regards athletics, however, there erous spirit of
was a surprising unanimity of opinion that a woman is unwomanly because she supports herself is like saying
that proper indulgence was an excelthat a man is unmanly because he refuses to strike his father.
lent thing and tended to promote good
No one believes that women should be idle, but there are those who
scholarship. Even delegates to rellg
ious assemblages Join in this senti- think that a woman who remains in her home and who embroiders doilies
ment. At the Baptist state convention that are as useless to everyone else as they are to herself is "womanly,"
of Minnesota there was severe denun- although she is as clearly wasting her time as if she were really unoccupied.
ciation of secret societies of the class
Women are individuals as well as men and they possess individual
mentioned, but Prof. Nathaniel Uutlei
It is on the face of it absurd to assume
e; .orgies and capabilities.
talents,
of the University of Chicago vigorousof the human race are women, they must all do the
ly defended athletics, including foot- that because one-ha- lf
ball, saying: "Athletics are conducive same thing. Some women are good cooks; so are some men. But when
to high morals and a high degree ol
a woman not only can't cook, but hasn't the wherewithal to get even a
scholarship." Which Is merely anothei
is almost too severe to condemn her as "unwomanly" for
way of saying that the world Is made breakfast, it
else. There are other parts of the world's work to lie
something
better by an Increase in the number ol doing
muscular, healthy and scholarly
done, and if they do the part they are best fitted for they should lie praised
aud not blamed.
There is something of degradation in the idea of dependence and
England loses a notable structure
of service. There is little work that
of nobility in the
something
(ire
of the
through the destruction by
famous Abbey at Selby. The building women can do in the homes thftN days that is economically useful. They
dated back to the twelfth century, must choose between going out of the home and being independent, and
when the Abbey was founded by the
Benedictines, was one of the finest staying In the home and being a burden. In the one case she enters into
monastlo the world's service and becomes a "soldier of the common good;" in the
specimens of the
churches In England and had wit- other case she is served--a- nd
probably by those who have already borne
nessed many stirring events. Against
burden.
world's
the
of
measure
their
Ib
no adequate
such a loss there
There was a day when it was manly for men to wear perfumed ringor
lace ruffles and sutin knickerbockers ; there was a day when it was
to
Washa
statue
lets,
The erection
ington In Budapeot Is merely an out- "womanly" to be pale and anaemic, delicate and altogether useless. Those
ward sign and token of how the Ideas dan are gone. Womanliness now is measured by usefulness instead of
for which he stood are permeating uselessncss, and etery woman is "womanly" in so far as she fulfills the
every part of the world
It
are afforded her. Of the 2,000,000 women
means more than mere international possibilities of service that
are there because it is the chance for
great
majority
the
factories,
friendship when the statue of the in our
leader of the modern republic is put work that the world has offered them. The work is not easy and it is not
up in the capitals of kingdoms and
that is born of
always pleasant, but it brings with it the
If such work is unwomanly, then service is
independent
Ballooning Is dangerous, and yet it unwomanly and womanliness is some-tlin- g
Is likely to be much more popular than
to be scorned.
any of the present submarine routes
of travel.

BUILDING.

RAILROAD

PEARY SETS NEW RECORD IN
ATTEMPT TO FIND THE POLE

In 1900 Peary was well enoneh tn
start again, and this time Journeyed
to the northernmost tip of Greenland,
in hi degrees, 27 minutes, whence ha
ventured on the floe and headed for
the pole. He reached S3 degrees, 50
minutes, where the ice was found ton
open for safety, so he had to fall back.
again. He utilized the reverse to de
limit the whole northern coast linn ol
Greenland. In 1901, an advance ovoi

'l (K.AHN
Will not make you nervoun. Ask your denier
or The M Hymau ClKar Co., 810 Iith Slree',
Denver, Colo.
It is all right for a young man to tell
a girl that he would go through fire
and water for her, but he ought to let
fire water alone.

the same route being useless, be.
started for Cape Hecla, the farthest
point In Grinnell Land, west of Green
land, and took his departure there.
rrom. But the fates were still unpro.
pitious. The season was an unusual.
)y open one and he had once more to
retire bauled.
Near Pole with Negro.
In 1902, Peary, Henson, and eight or
ten Eskimos tried this trip again. He
had 60 dogs for his sledges and 80
tons of walrus meat for the canines,
besides ample stores of food for the
humans. The party hurried forward
sending back the Eskimos one after
another as the stores were exhausted.
until Peary and Henson the white
and the black America is were left to
make the last stage of the journey
alone. In that Journey Peary and Henson made their way as far as 84 degrees, 17 minutes north latitude, northwest to Cape Hecla, the farthest point
of Grinnell Land, beyond which an advance was found to be Impossible, and
the idea of further progress had to be
reluctantly abandoned. Peary planned
to be 60 days on this journey, 40 In advancing and 20 In returning; but It
occupied only 29 in all. Peary then
made his way south to Cape Sabine,
where a relief ship with Mrs. Peary
on board, met him in August and conveyed him back to New York.
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Find Ancient Boat.
While engaged in clearing
London.
"lit KNlUHr- a
oat a deep bog In Someraetahlre a
munic
COM I'AKi V,
workman unearthed a canoe which
163331 California M.
probably belonged to some ancient
.
Colo.
lake dweller. The boat, which ia of
oak, la in a fairly good atate of
aud meaaurea 20 feet 6 Inch- HOWARD E. BURTON, .udA,Tu
Oold. mi er. lead, $ i
prices:
es In length and 1 feet 10 lnchea in Bueclmen
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Try Some Frozen Coffee.
Frozen coffee makes a desirable
change when fruit creams and water
Qrlml
Ices nrr no longer a novelty.
very fine a quarter pound of freshly
roasted coffee; put It In a cheesecloth
bag. and then In a porcelain farlns
bolter; pour on It a quart of boiling
The
water taken at Its first boll.
water should be freshiy drawn. Cover
and let It stand away from the firs
(or five minutes.

ADVICE FROM FIRE

BUILT UP HER HEALTH

Best Thing

to Do When Caught In' Neat Way Waiter Secured
"Close" Man.
Burning Building.

600DE

8PEEDY CURE OF MISS

Chief Crocker, of the New Ybrlr
fire btlgade, offers the following ad
vice as to conduct In case of an outbreak of fire:
"Keep cool: no matter how hot
you gets, retalr
everything
a cool, calm equilibrium, and you
come out all right.
"Send In the alarm Immediately;
do not take It for granted that Mom
one else has rung up the fire de-

She Is Made Well by Lydia It. Pink-ham-'s
Vegetable Compound, and
Write Gratefully to Mrs. Plnlcham.

For the wonderful help that she haa
found Miss Cora, Goodo, 256 B. Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, 111., believes it her
Romove the bag of coffee and add duty to write the following1 letter for
in order that other women
half a pound of granulated sugar. publication,
afflicted in the same way may be
Dissolve this by stirring and strain

1

through a fine cloth. When cold add
the unbeaten white of one egg. Turn
Into the freezer anS freeze, turning
slowly until the whole mass Is frozen
like soft mush or wet snow. 8erve
In frappe glasses or lemonade cups.
If preferred, add cream In the quantity you do for coffee you intend to
drink, just as you are going to put It
In the freezer.

Black Hats for Winter.
If the hat prophets of Paris are to
be believed, the winter fad will be the
all black hat They say this fashion
will extend to the everyday toque as
well as to the sweeping picture hat
nodding becomingly with feathers.
Already small felts are draped luxuriantly in black velvet and finished
with sweeping coq feathers of heavily
built up with black grebes. Pine with
great Jet balls relieve the somberness
of most of these all black chapeaus.
A toque formed of a "cap" of black
beave Is trimmed with blacks wings
on one side, with large jet pins holding them on. Velvet ribbon loops are
(ucked in under the back and set In so
that they seem to fall naturally down
on the hair.

have good

A good man should

ners.
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CIC.ARS

Will not make von nervous. Aeh your dealer
.r The M Hymn Clsar Co.. Kill 17th Street.
Denver. Colo.

"You say that John has been married too often. How often has he been
married?" "Once."
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to learn plumbing trade.
WANTKll
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Established in Colorado, 1866. Samples hy mail or
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For Infants and Children.
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Always Bought
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Phoae
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Wim

greB at Charlerol, under the direction
of the Rationalist Federation.
Prospective employer "Why did
Irat
you leave your last place?"
Why did yer last
Cook "Humph!
cook lave here?"
It takes a lot of common sense to
a man out of trouble a little non
sense got him into.

Maoureotareje
Electric,

Will Hold Cremation Congress.
In order to combat the prejudice
against cremation in Belgium, It ha
.teen decided to hold a cremation con

nt

GARSIDE

..

Ul.NVUH, COLO.

HOWARD E. BURTON,

Suffer
from toothache,

DorCt

ago are
different and inferior to
those of the present day. In the lat
est discovery Defiance Starch all in
Jurious chemicals are omitted, while
the addition of another Ingredient. In
vented by us, gives to the Starch
strength and smoothness never ap.
proachetl by other brands.

Semi jruur nanie wltti
this ad. for list of flue
In pianos and organs.
PlanoN f mm 7S up. Organ
from)!!, to IX up. Player
Planoa, can be pLatnl by
anyone, f
In u u
up.
wonts sold on nasy terms
(MM buyer. Vlrtor talk-Inmachine sold at
prices tin easy terms.
Write for catalotrs of
our different liaStruiuonui.

NOCK

Use

For Over

Infant Trained to Steal.
woman has been arrested In Paris
Colorado House Tent.
COLORADO TEXT AND AWNING CO. carrying in her arms a
Laraeat canvas aooda houeo In the. child which has been trained to snatch
for Illustrated catalog-Wilt S. Wrlto
Outahall. Free. 1C1 Lawrence watches and scarfplns as Its mother
Rout
St., Denver, Colo.
carried it through the streets. The
Infant was seen to grab two watches
seven pins in less than half an
PIANOS AND ORGANS and
iiour.

1035-3-
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Bears the

the spread of fire. If the.
burning room or rooms can be shut
Ahv
off from the rest of the building. II dazed.
Jlx.Smutm '
will take considerable time for tin
3AVED BABY LYON'S LIFE.
fire to spread. Shut all doors, tram
jIbik .&ef
solus and windows opening on shafts, Awful Sight from That Dreadful ComfeJ7Q
and. If .possible, those to the exterior
plaint, Infantile Eczema Mother
benefited as she was. Hiss Goode U By closing up the burning rooms yo
OWW.ta
en
lie
Irr fU".
Praises Cuticura Remedies.
TMrV
president of the Bryn Mawr Laws prevent draughts, and cut off a new
Tennis Clnb of Chicago. She writes;
supply of oxygen.
Aperfecl Remedy forConslipa-Ilon- ,
The fire, after e
"Our baby had that dreadful comDear Mrs. Pinkham:
hausting
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
oxygen,
smoulonly
the
will
afflictplaint, infa.iiile Eczema, which
" I tried many different remedies tt
Worms .Convulsions .Fcvenstv
build up my system, which had become run der.
ed him for several months, commencdown from loss of proper rest and unreason"Never ascend to the upper storle ing at the top of his head, and at last
ness and Loss of SLEEP.
able hours, but nothing Roomed to help me. of a burning building.
The tippei covering his whole body. His sufferMother is a great advocate of Lydia E.
Tac Simile Signature of
Vegetable Compound for female trou. are always the most dangerous. The ings were untold anil constant misery.
Ues, having used it herself some years ago, smoke, superheated air and poisonous In fact, there was nothing we would
with great success. Ho I began to take It. fumes which it Is death to inhale,
t not
XEVV YORK.
have done to have given him reand in less than a month I was able to be out
first In the top of the house. Fire, lief. We finally procured a full set of
of bed and out of doors, and in three months
I was entire! y well. Really I have never fell spreading through a building, burns, the Cuticura Remedies, and in about
so strong and well as I have since. "
straight to the roof, usually by way three or .'our days h? began to show a
No other medicine has Buch a record of the halls and stairways, nnd then, brighter
and really laughed, for
of cures of female troubles as has Lydia. widening Its course, eats back to tho the first siirlt
time in a year. In about
E. Pinkhain's Vegetable Compound.
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
stories below. The lower doors are ninety days he was fully recovered.
Women who aro troubled with painthe safest In time of fire.
has
for
Cuticura
Praise
the
Remedies
ful or irregular periods, backache,
TMC OfNTAUR COMPANY. NCW VOflH CITV.
'Never try to climb up the stairs to always been our greatest pleasure,
bloating (or flatulence), displacement the roof, and never
open
the
scuttle.
Is
nothing
good
we
too
and
that
there
of organs, inflammation or ulceration, A hole through
the roof to the open, could say in their favor, for they cer
can be restored to perfect health
and strength by taking Lydia E. air would serve as a chimney, and tainly saved our baby's life, for he
magnify the conflagration almost in- was the most awful sight that I ever
Pinkhom's Vegetable Compound.
Mrs. Pinkliam invites nil sick women credibly.
beheld, prior to the treatment of the
"Keep out of the halls. The safe Cuticura Remedies
to write her for advice, tshe his guided
Mrs. Maebelle
thousands to health. Her experience way to await tho arrival of the fire Lyon, 1826 Appleton Ave., Parsons,
is very great, and sho gives the benefit men Is in a room as low down In the Kan., July 18, 190f.."
of it to all who stand in need of wise building as you can get without risk
of of smoke-ladecounsel. Bb ltbe daughter-in-lahalls. Shut all doors
Artistic Marriage Certificates.
Lydia E. l'inkham and for twenty-fivand transoms in room In which you
The smart wedding Invitation or
women
years has been ndvishig sick
free of charge. Address, L.yun, Mass. stay, and open the windows wide to announcement Is engraved as simply
keep the air cool and pure. It smoke ae possible nowadays, but if the bride
breaks in, lean out of the windows. wants elaborate treatment of her
Wrought Iron Wardrobes.
Be careful not to get excited, and marriage certificate she can have it.
asdl
A German firm is achieving success not to
breuthe in the hot, smoking at- These may be done by hand and beauIn the sale of wrought iron wardrobes. mosphere.
neurev-lietifully illuminated on parchment or
They are supplied In four different
"Make your way from the building Japanese vellum, and some brides are
sizes. The great advantages the ward
If the fire Is dangerous, and you can having theirs framed and hung in the
robe possesses are extreme durability
escape without braving too great heat. boudoir.
cleaning,
convenient ventilation and
A wet towel held over the mouth and
easy
of transportation. The door nostrils will enable you to live In an
and
How's This?
TT
offer Ona llundreii Dollars Reward for any
is made of wire netting, and as the otherwise deadly atmosphere.
But case of Catarrh t.ist cannot bo cured by Hall's
top slopes obliquely the contents are unless the fire spreads Into
the room Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo. O.
risible at all times.
you are occupying It is best to wjlt We. the undemtgDed.
have known K. J. Cheney
13 yesra, and bellev
bliu perfectly honIsst
the
for
for
help."
outside
tloiiH aud nnsnclally
traiiHut
tiusloess
all
orable
la
A Good Record.
sble to carry oi.t any obliat lima made by hi flriu.
Marvin,
Out of all the external remedies on
Waldixo. Ki.nnan
n u'g
Toledo. O.
Nason and the Air Brakes.
Wholesale
the market' to doubt if there is one
(ken Internally, acilng
IIsll's Catarrh Cure
was
in
It
the
of
Uos
time
the
old
directly upon the blood nnd mucoiia surfaces of the
At eJI dealers. Price 25c 50c &H00
that has the record of that
Tentlinculsls lent free. Trice 75 cents per
ton & Providence railroad that air lyaiem.
porous plaster Allcock's.
bottle. Hold by all
Or. EaiH
Bostoi,M&.ss.U.S.A.
brakes were first Introduced, but even Tske IIsll's Family fllM fur conitlpatlon.
It has now been in use for sixty years,
railroading
was
then
so
underlittle
as
and still continues to be as popular
Sausage as "Wedding Cake."
stood that few men realized their Imever in doing its great work of re portance. Supt.
A sausage four feet long and one
Nason of the Boston
lieving our pains and aches. It is &
Providence was one of these, al- foot thick formed the wedding cake
the remedy we all need when sufferDEFIANCE STARC- Hthough he had the reputation of bolng at a Hanover butcher's wedding.
-- other tarcbHM ,only
ing from any ache or pain resulting an eminently "practical" man. One
li ounce same prloe nnd
'DEFIANCE" 18 SUPERIOR QUALITY.
of. this caper
from taking cold or overstrain.
RFADFR9 tiring
Defiance Starch - Sixteen ounces for
day an agent of an air brake company
to buy any-thing advertised in
Allcock's Plasters are sold by Drug
was explaining to him the working of ten cents, all other brands contain
its columns should insist upon having
gists all over the world.
Thompson's Eye Water
what (hey ask tor, refusing all
the main reservoir, but .Nason could only 12 oum ef for same money.
or imitations.
1
II
not seem to ge It through his head.
Honey Vinegar.
II
II
A man saVVs his religion and his
"You say you pump air into it?" he
One of the latest food products coml
-- I
W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 44, 1906.
for Sunday.
tlHhea
of
best
suit
inquired. "Yes," was the reply. "Well,;
ing from Holland, that land of agri
it full of air. anyhow; and how
cultural Industry, Is honey vinegar ain't you
going to All it any fuller?
which Is now manufactured there on are
a commercial scale. The particular Think you can make a pail hold twice
characteristics of vinegar made from as much water by pouring more in"
honey are its agreeable aroma and When a thing's full, it's full; I know
whut I'm talking about."
pleasant taste.

i own Kxtrn
Block-hawk
The Palme sona- or Instrumental
v Old Kentucky
Walts: Jerusalem;
BloHeome;
Home; Oranae
One Bwoetly
Holemn Thought: Waves of the Or.an; The
l.oMl Chora
t'onvent Oram! Marrh; l.ove'e
Swept Hona; April Smiles; Uvotta
tlld
WnltZ'-x- :
In Old Madrid: l.ant Knee o( Summer; kitthl.MMi Mavourneen: Little Fairy
Waltz; M;i .' In the ('old. Cold tlround;
Vtucket, variation: Old Kulke at
old Oaken
Htme, variation!.; Old Itlurk Jnp. "variaStarch, like everything else, Is be
tions: - Clrlhood Dave; Simple Confession l
Dream of
Thlin- own: Twilight: Cavalry;
the patent
Varadlee, and meny other. Send for rom-plet- e ing constantly improved,
Tile A. T. Lewie
muftic catalogue.
put
on the market 25 years
Starches
Co., Denver.
him Dry hmkI
very

sftwyiug.

There Is a waiter In a Washington
cafe, who Ib the acme of polite attention, endeavoring In every way to
ave hi customer trouble. The other day a man came in who was sized
.t
up by John a probably
"little
close," but the service was fully up to
the standard. The liill came to 80
cents, and tho man handed over a
dollar bill.
John then proceeded to help th
man Into his coat.
"Where's my change ?" the customer asked.
"Change, sah? Dar ain't none dat
was mah tip, tank yo', sah!" John said
with a bow.
"But I hadn't given it to you," the
man protested.
"Ob course not, ah. Ah wouldn't
'low yo' ter go ter all dat trouble,
ah!" John said, with another bow,
and the man went .out, looking a trifle

auosU-tut-

- TELEPHONE
I

partment.
"Fight the fire yourself before th
firemen arrive. Very few fires, If dla
covered at the outset are beyond th
control of the people on the premises,
if only quick, Intelligent action U
taken. Fight the flames with pallf
of water; smother them with rugl
and blankets; beat them out with wel

Tip frjm

c

tfsSS
Upward.

BROWN PALACE HOTEL
iMiropeun

SAVED THE CUSTOMER TROUBLE

CHIEF.

'lufel.

Where

Slang Was Needed.

It was a language lesson, and the.
teacher had considerable trouble in
making the boyB understand the use
of the word "acceptance." He tried
several words, calling upon his bright
boys, but their explanation always
left a feeling of uncertainly umong"
other members of the class.
It was quite clear that this word
does not form a part of an ordinary
boy's vocabulary, and to have it understood it must be related to a word
which does belong there. Here was
the psychological moment to use slang.
"Hoys," said the teacher, "what Is
the general acceptance of 'twenty-three-

To Every Home

"Skidoo!" was the prompt answer
the whole class. The meaning of
the word became clear at once.
by

Where Women Cannot Be Chooser.
In a town near Atchlsou this hsp
pened: A young man of good position admired a young wonian and proposed marriage. The man was distasteful to the young woman but she
had nothing else offering, and finally
accepted him. There wits no love In
the match. Indeed, there was actual
distaste and aversion on one side.
There I a good ileal of discussion,
e
as to the woman's action. Some
say she sold herself. Hut other
are more charitable and say she did
exactly wht.t hundreds of women do.
It is the mlBfortune of women that
they must take what Is offered them;
a woman cannot pick out the one she
loves best and propose marriage
Atchison Globe.
ieo-pl-

n.

Comparatively Young.
"They alluded to nie as an old srnft- er!" declared Senator Oraball. angrily
"That's a shame."
"Ain't It, now?"
"I should say so. You're only 58."
A Prosoectlve Snub.
know
would hardly
Kdlth You
Bobble since he got back from Kuropfc,
He lost all his m ' in y there, and
know him why, I
Kthel Hardly
shan't know him ay all!

as with Joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play when in health and
how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor life they
enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and the wholesome
diet of which they should partake. How1 tenderly their health should be preserved,
not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature, and if at anyj'me a remedial agent is required, to assist
nature, only those of known excellence should be used; remedies which are pure
and wholesome and truly beneficial in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy,
Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has
come into general favor in many millions of well informed families, whose estimate
of ita quality and excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because
they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform all reputable physicians as tc the medicinal principle! of Syrup of Figs, obtained, by ?n
original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and
presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian blue figs are
used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore it is not a secret remedy and hence
we ire free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not approve of patent
medtines and never favor indiscriminate
'lease to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup of Figs
aiwa; s has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co. Plainly
print ;d on the front of every package and that It is for sale in bottles of onj size
only H any dealer offers any other than the regular F'ifty cent size, or having
printed thereon the name of any other company, do not accept it. If you fail to get
the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects. Every family should always have
a bottle on hand, as it Is equally beneficial for the parents and the children.
whenever a laxative remedy is required.
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H. H. HANKINS, Manager.
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better a true gentlewoman, N. Y.
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this survey,
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Will Take Yon to the Gold Camps of

T. A. and John Melson are work
fhe annual assessment on tho
ion fluke for Charles Apple of
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The Columbian Hotel,
TAOS, NEW MEXICO.

If you owe subscription
or
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the Proipector, please remit.

Rates $2 00 Per Day.
Whn iii FnMbthtWD call at
NOTIOEO P. FO R F ff I TTJK,
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A. T). Luce and Dave Hooson
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anaih a trip to T'.ios the past week
and Improvement upon to Coinolore
for hay and tjmin for H. J. Luce
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ECZEMA and PILES

t Co

knowing whnt It. It to suffer,!
Tri ; Pietisas Mining Reporter- - will give FUSE OK (H1AIUJE, to any
felix Granc formerly of this place afflicted, a positive cure for Eczema,
baUiopeued a cutiosity store in Salt Kheum. Erysipelas,. Piles and Sklu
Dise sues. Instant reil.-fIont suiter
Deliver.
longer, write P. W. WILLIAMS, 4tKl
Manhattau Ave New York. .Sand Stamp
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Wtekly newspaper the Toledo Blade
1.75 for both paper.
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Watle, daughter of
fkfr and Mra. L. E Wade of Pueb.
lo, Colorado, and who is well
lnown in Red River, is attending
ftie Colorado Normal School at
fiioely. She in taking a course in
the Inngf i'es.
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CIRCULATION 185,000.
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J, A. Knouliod.
Fut Piiuilcttioti Ji'iy r.KHi
In many respects tbe Toledo Illade Is
the mobt remarkable weekly nev. spaper
puuusnea in the United Sr.ates. it is the
only newspaper especially edited for
Nktional cireulation- It has had the
largest circulation for more years than
any newipapei priuted in America
Kurthermore.it ii the cheapest news
paper in the world as will be explained
to any person who will write us for terms
I he News of the World so arranged laai
busy people can more easily compre
hend, than by reading cumbersome col
um. of dailley. All current topics made
plain in each t'sue by special editerial
matter written from inception down to
date. The only paper published
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